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Louisiana Power & Light Company ,
i. ~ ..- 317 Baronno Street-'

[* V - | r : ' P. O. Box 60340 ,
New Orleans, LA 70160 0340
Tel. 504 $95 2781

J, G. Dewease .
senior Vee President. '
" " * " ' " ' * *June 12, 1989-

-W3P88-1255
A4.05-
QA- 4

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

' Subject: Waterford 3 SES

Docket No. 50-382
License No. NPF-38
Technical Specification Change Request NPF-38-97

. Gentlemen:

Please find attached proposed 7echnical. Specification change request.
NPF-38-97 which revises Technical Specification 3/4.3.3.11, " Radioactive
Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Instruirentation."

The proposed change would update the surveillance requirements for the new
model hydrogen and oxygen analyzers for the Waste Gas System. This change
results in a higher calibration frequency. The' analyzers are similar to
the ones installed for containment monitoring submitted under NPF-38-78.

Should you have any questions or comments on this matter, please feel free
to contact Steven Farkas at (504) 464-3383.

!

Very truly yours, j
|
1( .1

7 C.- --

.G. Dewease ;

enior.Vice President -- ~ )Nuclear Operations j

' !JGD:SEF:ssf
j
i

Attachment: NPF-38-97
)

[ cc: - .R.D. Martin,. F.J. Hebdon, . D.L. Wiggintoit, NRC Resident Inspectors |
| Office, E.L. Blake, W.M. Stevenson, Administrator Nuclear Energy |Division (State of Louisiana),-American Nuclear Insurers
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the matter of )
)

Louisiana Power & Light Company ) Docket No. 50-382
Waterford 3 Steam Electric Station- )

AFFIDAVIT

J.G. Dewease, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says that he is Senior
Vice President-Nuclear Operations of Louisiana Power & Light Company; that
he is duly authorized to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission the attached Technical Specification Change Request NPF-38-97;
that he is familiar with the content thereof; and that the matters set
forth therein are true and correct to the best of his knowledge,
information and belief.

. J g g c1 -

. 3. Dewease
nior Vice President-Nuclear Operations

STATE OF LOUISIANA)
) ss

PARISH OF ORLEANS )

Subscribed and sworn to before me,,a, Notary Publ/O n and for the Parish
and State above named this / d f L day of G Juh4_. .
1989. (/'"

1M C.
'

Notary Public
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DESCRIPTION AND SAFETY. ANALYSIS
OF PROPOSED CHANGE NPF-38-97-

|
This document justifies a revision' to Technical Specification 3/4.3.3.11,-
" Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring. Instrumentation." . :

!

!
Existing Specifications -

See Attachment A

l
Proposed Specifications !

See Attachment B j

Description i

Technical Specification 3/4.3.3.11 covers all the monitors used for 'l
radioactive gaseous release measurements. .This group includes explosive I

gas monitors for waste gas holdup tanks. New hydrogen and oxygen monitors,
,

from a different vendor, were installed. Per vendor-recommendations. |
calibrations, including functional testing, need to be performed every I

month. The technical specification change reflects the new surveillance
frequency for the new brand of monitor.

|
The Gaseous Waste Management System is designed to prevent or preclude ;

explosive mixtures, rather than to withstand an internal explosion. The' .!
waste gas holdup system explosive gas monitoring system is, in-part, a
result of this design philosophy. The gas analyzers are preventive -

measures, but do not mitigate the consequences of an accident, or directly ,

protect the public health and safety. Automatic control functions are not '

assigned to the gas analyzers, only alarming.
,

<

The technical specification, as it relates to the explosive gas monitors,
provides criteria for determining and maintaining the operability of.the |

monitors.

Modification SM-818 replaced the Automatic Gas' Analyzer Panel, manufactured 1

by Comsip Delphi Inc., furnished by Combustion Engineering and containing
Comsip Delphi analyzers (later Exo-Sensor analyzers). The new Teledyne
system meets or exceeds the requirements of the old system. Plus, itLis
similar to the containment hydrogen analyzers.

The vendor built the analyzers so the analyzer sends a one.to five volt
analog signal to a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). .The PLC contains

i the software that interprets the analog signal (proportional to one of the
L three ranges selected). The PLC's software activates output contactors, as
| necessary, for local and Control Room annunciation. During surveillance

tests, sample gases induce an output from the analyzer causing the PLC
software to activate the annunciators.

1
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Th'e current technical specification requires calibration and functional*

test surveillance intended for the previous model gas analyzers. The new
detector system keeps our commitment to General Derign Criterion 3
detection features. These features preclude the possibility of an
explosion when the potential for explosive mixtures exists. Under the
revised technical specification, the gas analyzers have daily sensor
checks, monthly calibration and monthly functional tests. The purpose of
the Waste Gas Management System gas analyzers is enchanged from the
original plant concept.

Safety Analysis

The proposed change described above shall be deemed to involve a
significant hazards consideration if there is a positive finding in any of

I the following areas:

1. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

7he most limiting waste gas accident is an unexpected and uncontrolled
release to the atmosphere of the radioactive xenon and krypton fission
gases stored in one vaste gas decay tank.

Because the Gaseous Waste Management System components are subjected
to pressures no greater than 345 psig, a failure is considered
unlikely (design pressure of 380 psig). However, an accidental
release because of a failure of a gas decay tank or associated piping,
or lifting and subsequent failure of a relief valve to close, is a
limiting fault. The plant safety analysis uses those events to
calculate the maximum gaseous release possible from any malfunction in
the Gaseous Waste Management System (re FSAR 15.7.3.1.1).

The enhanced hydrogen and oxygen analytical and monitoring capability
reduces the probability that an explosive mixture could form in the
Waste Gas Tanks. Therefore, the new technical specification maintains,

'

accident consequences bounded by the current FSAR analysis.

Therefore, the proposet. change will not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of any accident previously
evaluated.

2. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The function of the gas analyzers, with respect to the plant design
basis, is unchanged by the use of the Teledyne unit instead of the
Comsip Delphi or Exo-Sensor brand analyzers. Because the Teledyne
analyzers are similar to the containment hydrogen analyzers,
maintenance training is simplified, relative to the alternatives. The

2
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'' ' increased calibration surveillance' frequency.necessary-for operability.
considerations adds; additional administrative burdens on the plant-

.

. staff, but' reduces the amount of repair and-inoperability time
associated with the previous, gas; analyzers.s The additional'

calibrations do.not introduce'any?different accident:thanialready.l
~

' described-in FSAR Chapter.15.'-

Therefore, the proposed change vill.not create,the prasibilicylof.a
' new!or different kind of accident:from any accident previously:

evaluated.~
.

3. Will operation'of the' facility 11n.accordance with this proposed change
involve a significant reduction in'a margin of safety?,

t

Response:; No.

The gas' analyzers warn plant operators of.an?approactif to an explosive. '

mixture in' various locations in the Waste Gas: Management System. iTh' ce

increased surveillanceLfrequency for calibration is required to
. declare the. gas analyzers operable per vendor recommendations;.

The waste gas holdup' tanks, for1 instance, are'not. designed'to ,

withstand an internal explosion. -A more. reliable type.of gas
analyzer,,along with assocfated' sample: piping improvements,Lprovides;
the. operator with a truer, available' indication of. explosive: gas'
mixtures in the Waste Gas Management System. .To maintain the current
safety margin with the Teledyne' equipment, a moreLfrequent calibration'
is necessary.

Therefore, the proposed change.will not' involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. .

The Commission has provided guidance concerning'the application of
standards for determining whether a'significant hazards consideration exist.
by providing certain examples (48 FR 14870) of amendments that'are
considered not likely to involve significant hazards considerations.

(ii) A change that constitutes an additional limitation, restriction,
or control not presently included in the technical
specifications; for example, or more stringent surveillance
requirement.

The revised surveillance frequency for the Teledyne gas' analyzers is more y'
stringent than for other vendor's analyzers used in the past. 'Therefore, '

the change.to Technical Specification 3/4.3.3.11 is similar to Example
(ii). -|

Safety and Significant Hazards Determination-
,

Based on the above Safety Analysis, it is concluded that (1) the' proposed '
| change does not constitute a-significant hazards consideration as defined
| by 10 CFR 50.92; (2)'there is a reasonable assurance that the health and . <j

,

''

safety of the public will not .be endangered by the proposed ~ change; and
(3) this action will not result in a condition which significantly alters-
the impact of-the station on the environment as' described in the NRC Final
Environmental Statement. 1

3 |
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ATTACHMENT A

NPF-38-97
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